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Cathood Party is a minimalist arcade rhythm game about the importance of simple, ordinary moments between friends. It's a story about hope, love, courage, friendship and defeat. Cathood Party looks like a party, a real one. The game is presented through a storyline in which player's experience
various events, characters and locations. The main difference is that, unlike the other games in the series, in this one, the storyline is not randomized. All of the scenes are predetermined and players will pass through the game in a fixed order. The whole game structure is influenced by the rhythm
gaming genre. Each scene in the game is divided into several events, which all have a different length. Players must play a particular event correctly, playing an appropriate beat on the PlayStation 4 controller in time with the music. This way, player can skip scenes. The audio track of the game is
carefully designed to not hinder player's actions or disturb the other children in the party. Besides, the "game music" can be played while the player is reading or preparing for the next event. When the player masters all the available modes of the game, they will be offered the opportunity to create
his own score. The score is created automatically using the "e-Score" technology, and it can be played in the game. Thank You! Not the right time to make friends... Ostrova Koshki is an action platformer. The game features platformer gameplay. At the same time, the gameplay is action-puzzle, in
which players attempt to survive a dangerous encounter with dangerous monsters. It is about a girl named Nora, who is trying to survive in a wild primitive world. In the game, the player must, on one hand, kill one of the monsters and, on the other hand, avoid the others. There are three main types
of enemies, and, as soon as they are killed, they turn into a harmless obstacle. Several monsters have special abilities that force players to take into account. These are enemies that are able to expand their volume and the size of their fists. It is very important for players not to approach these
enemies directly, because doing so may prevent players from escaping. Many places in the world of Ostrova Koshki are dangerous. Nora must protect herself from these dangers, as well as reach the end of the game and find out what is happening there. There are several items in

Features Key:
Single Player
Immersive First-Person Shooter
Intense Action and Drama
Fast-Paced Combat
Vivid, Graphics-Rich Gameplay
Original Adventure, Puzzles, Stealth and Combat.
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